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1 When necessity commands

Chapter objectives

1 To explore and challenge popular stereotypes of organization politics.
2 To introduce working definitions of power and politics.
3 To present research evidence concerning management experience of and attitudes

towards organization politics.
4 To develop a model of the Antecedents (or triggers), Behaviours (or tactics), and

Consequences (or outcomes) of organization politics (the ‘A–B–C’ of organization
politics).

Tony Husband: ‘You’re an evil bastard, Gilroy. I like that’. Reproduced by kind permission of Private
Eye and Tony Husband.
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Laughter and tears: popular images of politics

Researcher But many managers argue that organizational politics are a distraction,
it’s not what they’re paid for, not part of the job?

Manager I would say bollocks to that. I would say that people who get to those
jobs only get to that level because, first, they are reasonably good at playing
these games, and second, actually enjoy playing them. The people who fail at that
level are, by and large, people who aren’t particularly good at playing and don’t
understand.

Does that interview response offer a cynical view of management, where only the
‘wheeler–dealers’ rise to the top through political gaming? Or does this present a realistic
view of the links between organizational politics and management careers? We will
argue for the latter perspective, adding that political behaviour can contribute to the
effective implementation of change and innovation and to organizational effectiveness,
as well as to individual success.

This argument confronts two components of the popular stereotype of organization
politics, first as humorous, and second as damaging. We have used cartoons to illustrate
this book. Television comedies from Yes Minister to The Office can attribute at least part
of their success to the way in which they exploit stereotypes of cunning, underhand,
Machiavellian behaviour. However, the perception that a subject is comical means that
it is difficult to treat seriously, and organization politics has only recently become the
focus of sustained academic research. Consequently, the evidence base is thin, and it
is rare to find organization politics taught in business and management schools as a
professional competence.

The popular perception of organization politics is also a negative one, focusing on the
waste of time and energy, and the damage which such behaviour can cause. While also
recognizing the potential benefits from political behaviour, Ferris and Kacmar (1992,
p.113) observe that:

A fundamental issue in work on organizational politics concerns its largely negative
interpretation. Most people perceive only the dark side of politics, and indeed there
is a dark side, characterized by destructive opportunism and dysfunctional game
playing.

‘Machiavellian’ is an insult, not a compliment, and this perception is widely reflected in
the language used to describe organization politics. Calhoon (1969) describes political
tactics as ‘unsavoury’. Keen (1981) observes that politics is equated with ‘evil, corruption,
and blasphemy’. Ferris and King (1991) describe politicized decision making as ‘a walk
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on the dark side’, echoed in Egan’s (1994) book on the ‘shadow side’ of management.
Chanlat (1997) describes politics as a ‘social disease’. It is not surprising that Jackall
(1988) criticizes the ‘emotional aridity’ of managers who compromise a caring ethic
by playing political games. This is a difficult topic to research, therefore, because the
sensitivity of the issues inhibits research access and stifles candid responses. Madison
et al. (1980) advise researchers to disguise their intentions by avoiding the word
politics as this is ‘too sensitive for use in direct investigations’. In feeding back to
management her analysis of politically motivated and internally authored accounts
of change, depicting the company’s organization development unit in a pivotal light,
O’Connor’s (1995) management contact described her account as shocking, outrageous
and unacceptable, and never met with her again.

Researching organization politics presents unique challenges. Organization gate-
keepers may dismiss requests to explore company politics; managers may not reveal
tactics to strangers who want to publish their findings. These problems have been
addressed using ‘safe’ research methods such as self-report questionnaires (Gandz and
Murray, 1980; Vigoda, 2003), student respondents (Drory and Romm, 1988), and indirect
studies of attitudes and stress in university employees (Ferris et al., 1996). Later in this
chapter, we report a study of the management experience of organization politics based
on a ‘safe’ survey approach. While this method has limitations, the pattern of findings
is nevertheless interesting.

Politics as comedy: Office wisdom

These items are among hundreds of comments submitted to a British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) website by fans of the television comedy series, The Office, starring
Ricky Gervais who played David Brent, the office manager. While these remarks do
not appear in the programme scripts, fans clearly felt that they reflected David Brent’s
idiosyncratic management style:

• There may be no ‘I’ in team, but there’s a ‘ME’ if you look hard enough.
• Remember that age and treachery will always triumph over youth and ability.
• Every time you open your mouth you have this wonderful ability to continually

confirm what I think.
• Show me a good loser and I’ll show you a LOSER.
• Never do today that which will become someone else’s responsibility tomorrow.
• If you treat the people around you with love and respect, they will never guess

that you’re trying to get them fired.
• If at first you don’t succeed, remove all evidence you ever tried.

Continued
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• You have to be 100 per cent behind someone before you can stab them in
the back.

• Know your limitations and be content with them. Too much ambition results
in promotion to a job you can’t do.

• Quitters never win, winners never quit. But those who never win and never quit
are idiots.

• Remember the three golden rules:
– It was like that when I got here.
– I didn’t do it.
– I like your style (to your boss).

• Avoid employing unlucky people – throw half of the pile of CVs in the bin without
reading them.

Source: selected from www.bbc.co.uk/comedy/theoffice/wisdom

Academic commentary and research evidence reinforce the negative stereotype. Klein
(1988, p.1) argues that the claim that organizations are political is, ‘a myth propagated
and entertained to address various needs of organizational members’; accepting this
myth makes it self-perpetuating, and political behaviour should instead be eliminated.
Eisenhardt and Bourgeois (1988) argue that politics in the top management team is
linked with poor company performance, by creating inflexibilities and communication
barriers, restricting information flows, and consuming time. Zaleznik (1997) distin-
guishes between ‘psychopolitics’ and ‘real work’, advising managers to ignore the
former. Personnel decisions, such as selection and performance evaluation, should
be depoliticized, according to Ferris and King (1991). Voyer’s (1994, p.84) study of
a computer company concluded that politics were ‘mostly dysfunctional’, and that
management should, ‘step in and reduce the level of politics’. For Stone (1997),
eliminating politics is a management duty. Studies consistently associate the perception
that levels of political behaviour in an organization are high with high levels of stress,
depression, and other undesirable individual and corporate outcomes (Ferris et al., 2005).
However, those findings depend on how ‘politics’ is defined and measured, and we will
explore these issues in more detail in Chapter 2.

The negative view of politics has been widely challenged. Mangham (1979, p.16)
observes that reasonable people often disagree, with regard both to ends and means,
and can thus be expected, ‘to fight for what they are convinced is right and, perhaps
more significantly, against that which they are convinced is wrong’. Butcher and
Clarke (1999) view politics as ‘battles over just causes’, in which debate sharpens
the quality of decisions. Gandz and Murray (1980) found that organization politics
were considered functional in terms of careers and power-building. For Keen (1981),
organizational power and politics provide the dynamic for change. Harrison (1987)
argues that political behaviour can be used to counter the use of legitimate tactics to
achieve undesirable ends, and to help implement decisions reached by legitimate means.
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Frost and Egri (1991) argue that political struggles play a role in resolving competing
perspectives and interests in the context of organizational changes. McClelland and
Burnham (1995) distinguish between institutional (socialized) and personal uses of
power, the latter for personal gain, the former in the interests of group and corporate
goals, potentially involving self-sacrifice. The history of conflicting interests, alignments,
and negotiations, argue Bacharach and Lawler (1998), is the history of change.

Hardy (1996) also argues that political forces generate the energy for organizational
change. To shut down the political action is to turn off this source of energy and
creativity. This is a social facilitation argument, based on the observation that we change
our behaviour in the presence of others. Just as tennis players will ‘lift their game’ when
faced with someone whose level of skill is equivalent to or greater than their own,
so the change agent preparing a business case is encouraged to gather more evidence,
to develop more compelling arguments, to explore the views of critics, and to form a
coalition to support the initiative. While arguing that the costs of eliminating politics are
high (assuming that is possible), Pfeffer (1992a) also observes that the quality of debate
in the ‘politics-free’ organization is likely to be poor.

For Provis (2004, p.233) the varied circumstances of political behaviour mean that
the claim, ‘politics is always bad’, is ‘an easy view that we can set aside’. Political
behaviour creates both damage and benefit, and is not special in this regard. Most
management actions have ‘dual effects’. Will politics have a negative impact on morale?
Possibly, but relocating or outsourcing parts of the business can have the same effect.
Will organization politics reduce faith in top management? Maybe, but managers can
damage their credibility in numerous other ways, should they wish to do so, without
playing any political games. Is organization politics really a waste of time? Perhaps, but
the use of political tactics can also speed up the implementation of critical decisions.
With a hammer, we can fix your furniture, or splinter your skull. The consequences
depend on the context, and on why and how the tool is used. Political behaviour is just
another tool or, as we shall see, a rich and varied toolkit. But are the users of tools not
also affected by that usage? As we will argue later, it may be prudent to use the toolkit
of political behaviour with that possibility in mind.

Making things happen, getting things done

Those who are engaged in decision making and change must recognize that these
are political processes, and must be able to intervene and to act accordingly. The
American diplomat Henry Kissinger once wrote (cited in Pfeffer, 1992b, p.31):

Before I served as a consultant to Kennedy, I had believed, like most academics,
that the process of decision-making was largely intellectual and all one had to

Continued
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do was to walk into the President’s office and convince him of the correctness
of one’s view. This perspective I soon realized is as dangerously immature as it is
widely held.

Why does political behaviour occur? Its roots lie in personal ambition, in organization
structures that create roles and departments which compete with each other, and in
decisions that cannot be resolved by evidence and reason alone but which rely on the
values and preferences of those involved. A fourth and related trigger is organizational
change that threatens to push people out of their comfort zones and challenge vested
interests, which they may then struggle to preserve. Change is thus one of the key triggers
and intensifiers of political behaviour. The reader who is content with a static role
and a plateaued career in a stable organization will find this book of little relevance
(until forced to defend that situation). In contrast, readers who are concerned with
facilitating, supporting, driving, or implementing organizational changes, and who are
also concerned with their own career progress, are more likely to find a lack of political
awareness and skill a handicap.

Power, politics, and change are inextricably linked (Pettigrew, 1973; Frost and
Egri, 1991; Dawson, 2003). Change creates uncertainty and ambiguity. People wonder
how their jobs and their workload will be affected, how their relationships with
colleagues may be altered. Change in one organizational dimension can have knock-
on or ‘ripple’ effects in other areas. As organizations become more complex, the ripple
effects become difficult to anticipate. Managing change can thus be a challenging and
exhilarating activity, and the uncertainty generated by change can create room for
manoeuvre. However, the role of politics in change agency is controversial. Voyer
(1994) and Peled (1999) argue that the change agent must be involved, and Hardy
(1996) argues that power provides the energy for change. On the other hand, Ferris
and King (1991) and Stone (1997) argue that change agents should avoid politics. Cobb
(1986) advocates a diagnostic approach to organization development interventions.
While the ‘correct’ answer to the question, ‘how much politics?’ will always be ‘it
depends’, we will argue that an understanding of politics, combined with a willingness
and ability to engage with an organization’s political processes, are indispensable
attributes of the effective change agent. Recent research suggests that political skill (see
Chapter 9) is a better predictor of managerial performance than other aspects of social
effectiveness such as self-monitoring, leadership, and emotional intelligence (Semadar
et al., 2006).

Frost and Egri (1991) argue that the interplay of power and politics at individual,
intraorganizational, interorganizational, and social levels determines the success or
failure of proposed innovations. Kumar and Thibodeaux (1990) argue that change
agents have to adjust their political game according to the degree of change. First-level
change involves improving effectiveness. Second-level change involves introducing
new perspectives. Third-level change concerns organization-wide shifts in values and
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working practices. The more significant the change and its implications, the greater
the political involvement required by the change agent. While first-level and second-
level changes require political awareness and facilitation respectively, third-level change
means political intervention; stimulating debate, gaining support from key groups,
and covert manipulation. Kumar and Thibodeaux (1990, p.364) admit that such tactics
may be ‘ethically objectionable’, in their defence pointing to the ‘distasteful’ reality of
organizational politics.

We will use the term change agent (also described as change leader, champion, or
driver) broadly, to include all those who are actively seeking to influence change,
regardless of their formal role or job title. In most organizations, most employees are
now change agents within this broad definition, and most managers combine their
regular day job with change responsibilities. The literature of change agency advocates
the need for what Schön (1963, pp.84–5), writing about radical military innovations,
calls a ‘champion of the idea’:

Essentially the champion must be a man [sic] willing to put himself on the line for
an idea of doubtful success. He is willing to fail. But he is capable of using any and
every means of informal sales and pressure to succeed. No ordinary involvement
with a new idea provides the energy required to cope with the indifference and
resistance that major technical change provokes. It is characteristic of champions
of new developments that they identify with the idea as their own, and with its
promotion as a cause, to a degree that goes far beyond the requirements of their
job. In fact, many display persistence and courage of heroic quality. For a number
of them the price of failure is professional suicide, and a few become martyrs to
the championed ideas.

The importance of the single change champion, maverick innovator, or small band of
enthusiasts, has been widely accepted. Maidique (1980, p.59) argues that, ‘At all stages
of development of the firm, highly enthusiastic and committed individuals who are
willing to take risks play an important role in technological innovation’. However, major
change is rarely dependent on the actions of single key figures, but is typically shaped by
the actions and interactions of what Hutton (1994) calls ‘the cast of characters’. Change
agency today is often a distributed phenomenon, an issue to which we will return in
Chapter 8.

Our interest lies not just with the small group of champions, but with all those
involved in change, in making things happen, in getting things done. We also have to
recognize that change agents – internal and external – often play a number of different
roles, each role making different demands. Buchanan and Storey (1997) thus argue for
the concept of ‘change agency’, identifying eight distinct roles; initiator, sponsor, driver,
subversive, passenger, spectator, victim, and paramedic (Table 1.1). One individual can
play more than one role at the same time. Some role combinations are straightforward,
such as ‘initiator–sponsor’ or ‘sponsor–driver’. Some combinations are awkward, such
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Table 1.1 Change agency roles

initiator the ideas person, the heatseeker, the project or process ‘champion’
sponsor the main beneficiary, the focal person, the project or process ‘guardian’
agent or driver promotes, implements, delivers – often the process or ‘project manager’
subversive strives to divert, block, interfere, resist, disrupt
passenger is carried along by the change
spectator watches while others change
victim suffers from changes introduced by others
paramedic helps others through the traumas of change

as ‘driver–victim’. Also, individuals can move from one role (or role combination) to
another as change unfolds.

Three points emerge from this analysis of change agency roles:

1 Different roles, different skills
The behaviours and skills involved in each of these roles are different. The actions
of the initiator concern inciting enthusiasm for new ideas and projects, infecting
others with that enthusiasm, and stimulating the desire for change. This is quite
different from the sponsor, a formally identified and senior position in many
organizations, who serves in a monitoring capacity. Sponsors often chair a steering
or review group, and act as ‘protector/guardians’ for change, perhaps negotiating or
fighting for additional resources when a project falters, and dealing with challenge
and resistance from other senior players in the organization. The behaviour
repertoire of the change agent concerns a combination of project management
skills, interpersonal skills in negotiating, persuading and influencing, and political
skills, combined possibly with knowledge of the substance of the change itself.
The behaviours and competencies of the subversive mirror those of the change
agent.

2 Positioning: role taking and role switching
Key components in the skill of the change agent lie with what Buchanan and
Storey (1997) call ‘role taking and role switching’, involving calculated decisions
concerning which of these positions to occupy and play at any given time, and
also when to switch from one position or role combination to another. These
positioning skills are discussed in Chapter 8. The position or location of the
individual in relation to the change process is often a matter for personal choice
and shaping, within the wider constraints of the organization’s structure. While
it may be advantageous to be an initiator in some settings, it may be more
advantageous in other circumstances to be viewed as a driver, or as a paramedic, or
even as a subversive. Whatever the skill demands of a particular change agency role,
one of the key capabilities, therefore, is ‘chameleonic flexibility’ (Ferris and King,
1991).
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3 The desirable subversive
Although this is a negative term, the subversive role can be a positive one, for at least
two reasons. First, as suggested earlier, subversives keep the debate alive, maintain
a challenge to the dominant arguments, and ensure that those who would be in
the ‘driving seat’ for change are clear about their position, their arguments, their
objectives, and their allies. Without challenge, criticism and debate, our thinking
can become careless, and subversives discourage this tendency. Second, it is useful
to be aware of the strategies and tactics of the subversive, so that these can be
identified and countered. It may also be useful to use these behaviours to block and
divert the potentially damaging changes being driven by others. To understand the
political skills of the change agent is to be able to use those skills both to drive and
to subvert change in the organization.
When decisions are unstructured, or unprogrammable, choices are typically resolved
through political processes. Stakeholders have differing perceptions, goals, and
values, rational arguments are often implausible where uncertainty is high, and
reason and evidence alone are rarely compelling (Schilit, 1986; Drory, 1993;
Fitzgerald et al., 1999). Those with clear personal visions, biases, prejudices,
intuitions, and convictions are thus often able to influence decisions in their
preferred direction. Decisions can be the result of a combination of rational
argument supported by lobbying, trading, influencing, coalition formation, and
other political tactics. Consequently, the change agent must be accomplished in
this ‘fixer–facilitator–wheeler–dealer’ mode. Kakabadse and Parker (1984, p.182)
note that:

Change is not about one truth or an open sharing of views. Change is about
renegotiating certain dominant values and attitudes in the organization in
order to introduce new systems and subsystems. Under such circumstances,
visions and values are not likely to be shared, with the likely result being a
clash of wills. Successful change involves one person or group influencing the
organization according to their values.

Researcher You think some managers enjoy playing the politics game?

Manager Absolutely, I think most do. I think if you took that out of management,
then it would in effect become a very sterile kind of technocratic activity. That may
reflect the fact that I enjoy it, and that I see it as being part of the natural state
of things. People are naturally competitive. I suppose the thing about building
a successful team is not about eradicating that competition but in being able to
harness it and focus it, therefore the competitiveness can be a force of good. I think
people argue that politics is a destructive process when they’re losing. Normally,
if you lose, you vow to get them next time, don’t you? There’s always a rematch.
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Pfeffer (1992a, p.30) argues that, ‘Unless we are willing to come to terms with
organizational power and influence, and admit that the skills of getting things done
are as important as the skills of figuring out what to do, our organizations will fall
further and further behind’. This means abandoning the notion, popular in the field of
organization development, that change agents are ‘neutral facilitators’ using appropriate
techniques to encourage information sharing, joint problem solving and collaborative
action planning among an organization’s willing members. There may, of course, be
occasions when a change agent can function effectively in this way, but this is only one
dimension of a wider behaviour repertoire.

From experience of major change in health care, Wallace (1990, p.59) describes how
his large-scale information systems project was ‘characterized by rapid activity and
forward thinking but, above all, by a series of activities associated with influencing
the actions of others in order to achieve organizational objectives’. He describes how
the uncertainties surrounding the project uncovered opportunities for politically skilled
managers (Wallace, 1990, p.60):

A significant issue appeared to be the considerable state of turbulence in the orga-
nization as a whole. A large and very complex amalgamation was occurring. There
were frequent changes of staff, staff responsibilities and reporting relationships. In
some senses, these changes created information and power ‘vacuums’ resulting
in people being unclear and confused about the events occurring about them.
One effect of this was that people were distracted from concentrating on the
project, which suggests that managers may well be able to take advantage of such
circumstances in order to achieve change.

In our experience many managers are uncomfortable with the argument that change
agents must be political. This runs counter to the values of open, caring, participative
management. Playing organization politics inevitably means losing friends, and making
enemies. However, as a (female) character in a recent television spy thriller replied, when
criticized for exploiting a naive informant to subvert a terrorist plot (the informant
having been killed in the action), ‘If I wanted a job in which everybody loved me,
I would have been a vet’.

Defining politics

Organization politics defined

individual or group behaviour that is informal, ostensibly parochial, typically
divisive, and above all, in the technical sense, illegitimate – sanctioned neither

Continued
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by formal authority, accepted ideology, nor certified expertise (Mintzberg, 1983,
p.172)

acts of influence to enhance or protect the self-interest of individuals or groups
(Allen et al., 1979, p.77)

The exercise of tactical influence which is strategically goal directed, rational,
conscious and intended to promote self-interest, either at the expense of or in
support of others’ interests (Valle and Perrewé, 2000, p.361)

intra-organizational influence tactics used by organization members to
promote self-interests or organizational goals in different ways (Vigoda, 2003,
p.31)

the ability to effectively understand others at work, and to use such
knowledge to influence others to act in ways that enhance one’s personal
and/or organizational objectives (Ferris et al., 2005, p.127)

How can we distinguish ‘political’ actions from ‘non-political’ ones? Without an
agreed definition, it is difficult to construct measures of the amount of political
behaviour taking place. The definition of politics from Mintzberg (1983) is the one
most often cited, but not all commentators agree. Part of the problem lies with the
observation that, to define a particular action or behaviour as ‘political’ is not a
neutral theoretical task, but one which criticizes and stigmatizes those who behave in
that manner. Who decides which behaviours are ‘illegitimate’, and which are not? In
other words, offering a definition of political behaviour is a ‘political’ behaviour in its
own right.

The absence of a common definition of organization politics is a long-standing
concern, and commentators continue to grumble about the lack of agreement (Drory and
Romm, 1990; Ferris et al., 2002a). Kacmar and Carlson (1997, p.656) argue that, ‘Only
when consensus is reached about what organizational politics is and how it should
be measured will the field be advanced’. Chapter 2 explores the further problems of
defining power and politics, and why it is naive to seek one common definition. For
now, we will use these working definitions:

• power the ability to get other people to do what you want them to do
• politics power in action, using a range of techniques and tactics

Power can be viewed as the ability ‘to produce intended effects’ in line with one’s
perceived interests (Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995), to ‘overcome resistance on the part
of other social actors in order to achieve desired objectives or results’ (Astley and
Sachdeva, 1984). While power has traditionally been defined in terms of changing
others’ behaviour, the concept of ‘soft power’ – the ability to get other people to think
the way that you do – has become significant, particularly in a geopolitical context
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Table 1.2 The defining features of political behaviour

influence the currency of organization politics is influence, getting others to do or to
think as you want them to, and enhancing one’s power to influence

self-interest political behaviour is concerned with the goals of the individual, and not
with organizational objectives, or with ‘the greater good’

damage acting against the organization, and against other people, and ignoring or
reducing organizational effectiveness

backstage out of sight, behind closed doors, in locker rooms, squash courts, golf
courses, private dinners; anyone not engaged in those activities is
excluded

conflict disagreement, over the distribution of resources, or over goals and/or how
to achieve them

(Nye, 2002). Power is a latent capacity, a resource, while politics can be viewed as
the practical exercise of power, as ‘the observable, but often covert, actions by which
executives enhance their power to influence decisions’ (Eisenhardt and Bourgeois, 1988,
p.737). Mintzberg (1983, p.25) argues: ‘But having a basis for power is not enough. The
individual must act’.

With commentators adopting different approaches, a common strategy has been to
identify recurring themes across their definitions (e.g., Drory and Romm, 1988 and 1990;
Ferris et al., 2002a). This strategy produces the defining features summarized in Table 1.2.
Following this approach, behaviour that displays those five attributes is categorically
political. This does not mean, however, that behaviour lacking those attributes can be
described as non-political. Organizational behaviour is rarely so tidy.

Influence? The evidence shows that the political behaviour repertoire extends
far beyond what are commonly regarded as interpersonal influence tactics (direct
request, reward, rational appeal, ingratiation, the exchange of favours). This can also
involve blocking, undermining, delegitimating, delaying, subverting, sidelining, and
out-manoeuvring others, preventing them from acting in certain ways, closing off their
access to information and to decision-making forums, and constraining their options,
in order to advance one’s own ideas.

Self-interest? This has conventionally been seen as the single main defining feature
of political behaviour (Burns, 1961). However, it is not difficult to identify situations
in which self-interested acts can benefit the organization, either in the short term,
or in the future. The fortunes of the individual are often bound closely to those of
the organization, and it is unrealistic to claim that all self-interested acts must, by
definition, run counter to organizational and wider social goals. Self-interest can be
pursued either through the selfish pursuit of influence and power, or through a belief
in so-called selfless motives and actions, on behalf of the individual or the group.
Moreover, acting in pursuit of one’s perceived self-interest may not always be in one’s
self interest at all, and acting for what appears to be the common good may not
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always benefit others. One problem here is that what constitutes self-interest is a matter
of interpretation. Another problem is, this dimension of political behaviour is often
presented in ‘either/or’ terms; one is either acting for the organization, or for oneself.
There is no reason why both sets of goals cannot be pursued simultaneously through
the same actions. In addition, self-interested acts may be essential in preserving the
credibility and ‘voice’ of the individual concerned. While one may not be contributing
to the organization through short-term actions, maintaining one’s reputation and
influence may sustain or strengthen one’s ability to shape events in positive ways
in future.

Damage? As discussed earlier, organization politics can also be used in ways that
bring personal and organizational benefit. The inappropriate use of political tactics can
of course be damaging, and actions that may be judged to be effective, overall, may
also have some negative consequences (i.e., dual effects). While this attribute cannot be
denied, it would also be wrong to label all political behaviour as necessarily and only
damaging.

Backstage? Political behaviour is often concealed, in private meetings and conver-
sations, and in locations that are difficult for others to access. However, organization
politics has a very public face, in the influence and other manipulation tactics of
conversation control and impression management (see Chapter 2), and in the more
blatant uses of autocratic power. While some of these behaviours are not hidden at
all, it is often the intent, the purpose, the motivation that is backstage.

Researcher Is this an ethical issue, or are we simply talking about effective
management?

Manager It’s probably naive, but I believe that you can’t be an effective manager
unless you understand the politics and the processes that go on. If you don’t
believe that’s going on, then you are operating almost in an ivory tower. And
there are some managers who operate in an ivory tower, and wonder why they
are never successful, why they don’t get that extra quarter … hundred thousand
or whatever it is they want. Unless you can read that political situation, you are in
the s***.
If you’ve got naive people at the top who believe that the facts alone will sell the
idea, and you don’t realize you need to wheel and deal, then you don’t delegate
and you end up wondering why you don’t get what you want. In any organization,
I mean, you have to know how to play the managing director, don’t you? If you
didn’t know that, then somebody else usually walks all over you.

Conflict? This is perhaps the one aspect of political behaviour over which most
commentators agree. Where there is consensus, around goals and how to achieve
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them, there may be little need for the use of political tactics to influence the outcomes.
Only when we are in dispute, and when the parties to that dispute are locked in
disagreement and unlikely ever to reach a satisfactory compromise, are we likely
to see the use of political behaviours. However, political tactics can also be used
to orchestrate collaboration by avoiding conflict (Hardy, 1996). Consensus can be
achieved through influence, agenda manipulation, and other political tactics designed
to encourage compliance. Moreover, such a consensus does not invariably mean
that the following actions will be in the best interests of everyone concerned, and
agreement today can turn into dispute tomorrow. In other words, consensus may be
genuine or imposed, enduring or transient. Nevertheless, while perceived in negative
terms and widely regarded as undesirable, conflict often has the positive result of
forcing issues into the open, stimulating wider debate, leading to improved decision
making.

While this combination of influence, self-interest, damage, backstage, and conflict
offers an approximate working definition, it does not help us to distinguish clearly
between ‘political’ and ‘non-political’ behaviour. Another problem is that, as all social
exchanges involve mutual influence, every interaction can be interpreted as political
(Mangham, 1979; Astley and Sachdeva, 1984), and the term loses much of its value.
The boundary between what is political, and what is not, is blurred and controversial.
Attribution theory suggests that it is important for managers to avoid having their actions
linked with political intent, and it may often be desirable to create the impression that
one’s goals are selfless and non-political. Successful manipulation and influence attempts
may be those which attract attributions of legitimate motivation (Allen et al., 1979, p.82).
It is interesting that Ferris et al. (2000, p.30) capture these issues by defining political
skill as:

an interpersonal style construct that combines social astuteness with the ability
to relate well, and otherwise demonstrate situationally appropriate behaviour in
a disarmingly charming and engaging manner that inspires confidence, trust,
sincerity, and genuineness.

From a qualitative study of an ongoing political exchange in a British computing com-
pany, Buchanan (1999) concludes that traditional theoretical concepts of organization
politics are inaccurate and oversimplified, and suggests the contrasts summarized in
Table 1.3.

Skilled organization politicians disguise their self-serving intentions, thus defeating
an objective definition of their actions. We will consider in more depth in the following
chapter the two main perspectives that have been brought to bear on the subject of
organization politics, positivist and constructivist. In a constructivist perspective, the
definitions that matter are those of organizational members, not outside researchers,
and in this perspective the definition problem becomes an empirical question, not a
theoretical debate.
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Table 1.3 Concepts of politics – tradition versus practice

traditional concept of politics characteristics revealed in practice

regarded by managers with ambivalence can be tedious, but can be beneficial
characterized by covert means behaviour reported is ‘non-discussable’
undesirable keeps discussion alive, reasonable in context
illegitimate, unsanctioned managers do not visibly sanction all actions
devious, divisive, underhand ‘sparring’ has organization and team benefits
self-serving mix of individual and corporate benefits
triggered by conflict and uncertainty many personal and organizational triggers
unprofessional to play unprofessional to ignore

The turf game

Our aim is to explore the nature of the turf game, and to expose its strategies and tactics
in the context of shaping organizational change processes. Why have we chosen the label
‘turf game’? Turf, from the phrase ‘turf wars’, is a colloquial term meaning territory, or
any other resource of value to an individual or group. Also when we discuss politics, we
tend to speak of winners and losers, players and tactics – the language of games. This
terminology allows us to ask what kind of game this is, what the object (or objects) of
the game is, and how it is played. Bardach (1977) discusses ‘implementation games’.
Riley (1983) found in her research that the game metaphor was a common feature
of organization political imagery. At least some managers seem to enjoy playing this
game; organization politics can be a motivator, and a factor in keeping individuals
committed and energetic.

This is a game in which individuals and groups seek to defend and extend their turf,
avoiding ‘poor quality’ turf where possible. Turf may concern power and influence,
status and reputation, access to and control over resources; people, information, space,
and money. Sometimes, the turf that matters may simply be individuals’ desire to keep
doing what they enjoy doing, to preserve their ‘comfort zone’. Turf can be personal, and
it can also be collective. In our first edition, we identified the main categories of turf game
tactics (based on Gray and Starke, 1984), and Table 1.4 provides an updated summary.

Like any metaphor, this one collapses when pursued too far. There are at least
three respects in which game imagery can be misleading. First, this is a ‘long game’,
concerning exchanges between players over extended periods, and not one which is
often resolved in ‘single plays’ around specific issues. Second, the action is not confined
to a well-defined arena or pitch but is worked out on an undulating and unpredictable
organizational terrain. Third, the metaphor implies ‘playing hard to win’, whereas in
many situations one may deliberately decide to lose, in the interests of maintaining
long-term relationships, or in the context of anticipated future events and favours.
The concept of ‘winning’ is explored further in Chapter 8.

The turf game is not reserved for senior management, although some individuals
and groups are better placed with regard to resources and power bases than others.
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Table 1.4 Turf tactics

image building we all know people who didn’t get the job because they didn’t look
the part – appearance is a credibility issue

information games withholding information to make others look foolish, bending the
truth, white lies, massaging information, timed release

scapegoating this is the fault of another department, external factors, my
predecessor, a particular individual

alliances doing secret deals with influential others to form a critical mass,
a cabal, to win support for and to progress your proposals

networking lunches, coffees, dinners, sporting events, to get your initiatives onto
senior management agendas, to improve visibility

compromise all right, you win this time, I won’t put up a fight and embarrass you
in public – if you will back me next time

rule games I’m sorry, but you have used the wrong form, at the wrong time,
with the wrong arguments; we can’t set inconsistent precedents

positioning switching and choosing roles where one is successful and visible;
avoiding failing projects; position in the building, in the room

issue selling packaging, presenting, and promoting plans and ideas in ways that
make them more appealing to target audiences

dirty tricks keeping dirt files for blackmail, spying on others, discrediting and
undermining, spreading false rumours, corridor whispers

Anyone, at any level in an organization, can be a player, and even low-skilled, low-
status and ostensibly powerless individuals can bring an organization grinding to a halt
through determined collective action. Power and resources are important, but so are the
skill and the timing with which those resources are deployed. Knowledge of strategies
and tactics can compensate for weaker power bases. Brass and Burkhardt (1993, p.466)
thus argue that:

Strategic action can be used to compensate for relatively weak resources. Skilful
political activity is one tool for overcoming a lack of resources or making less valuable
resources more potent. Actors in powerful positions, who control ample resources,
are less dependent on their capabilities to use resources strategically than are actors
who lack ample resources.

For most managers, political behaviour is part of their ‘recipe knowledge’, acquired
with experience. Schön’s (1983) ‘reflective practitioner’, or ‘practical theorist’, has a
repertoire of experience and theory which is deployed to meet changing circumstances
as required. Reflective practitioners develop their own theories and interventions in
a considered and self-critical manner. In this respect, management practice is experi-
mental and improvisatory. This is not simply ‘making it up as you go’, but suggests that
decisions and actions are skilfully informed by theoretical frameworks, past experiences,
current judgements, and personal assumptions and values. Collin (1996, p.74) draws a
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useful analogy with jazz: a more appropriate metaphor might be that of playing jazz.
Jazz players improvise, but are not anarchic. They are disciplined, skilled, creative and
intuitive. They make music in relational, collaborative, and non-hierarchical ways.

Favours and dirt files: found only in fiction?

The reason for all the security at Allerdyce’s home was not fear of assassination
or kidnap, or simple paranoia, but because he kept his secrets there – his files
on the great and good, information he might one day use. There were favours
there that he could call in; there were videotapes and photographs which could
destroy politicians and judges and the writers of Op-Ed pages. There were audio
recordings, transcripts, scribbled notes, sheaves of clippings, and even more
private information: copies of bank statements and bounced cheques, credit
card billings, motel registration books, logs of telephone calls, police reports,
medical examination results, blood tests, judicial reviews … Then there were
the rumours, filed away with everything else: rumours of affairs, homosexual
love-ins, cocaine habits, stabbings, falsified court evidence, misappropriated
court evidence, misappropriated funds, numbered accounts in Caribbean
islands, Mafia connections, Cuban connections, Colombian connections, wrong
connections …

Allerdyce had contacts at the highest levels. He knew officials in the FBI and
CIA and NSA, he knew secret servicemen, he knew a couple of good people at the
Pentagon. One person gained him access to another person, and the network
grew. They knew they could come to him for a favour, and if the favour was
something like covering up an affair or some sticky, sordid jam they’d gotten
into – well, that gave Allerdyce just the hold he wanted. That went down in his
book of favours. And all the time the information grew and grew.

Source: from Blood Hunt, Ian Rankin (1995, p.241).

As Pettigrew and McNulty (1995, p.870) observe, the social and political dynamics vary
from one organization to another. Skilled players have to use the resources at hand:
awareness and perspective is necessary to know when to intervene and how. There
is, therefore, a premium on matching a constellation of power sources to a particular
issue, situation by situation, and then drawing upon the right mixture of analysis,
persuasion, persistence, tact, timing, and charm to convert potential power into actual
influence.

In practice, the turf game is not played with reference to a checklist of tactics. Each
set of circumstances is unique, requiring a reflective combination of general knowledge,
previous experience, and an appropriate conceptualization of the presenting problem.
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Technical knowledge takes second place to workable knowledge, concerning actions
that will be effective in these unique circumstances and that are socially acceptable.

You stab my back, I’ll stab yours

What does it mean to be engaged in the organization politics of a change process? What
are the common, and less common, strategies and tactics of the turf game? How far are
you prepared to go to achieve your objectives? Here, we present the findings of a recent
study of the management experience and perceptions of organization politics.

Researcher So in your experience, political behaviour is widespread, across
sectors?

Manager I said this is a naturally occurring phenomenon, and you were saying this
is difficult to sell to people. I think that’s people being somewhat dishonest, but
that is the conventional wisdom of the day. Or perhaps they haven’t worked
in organizations. I’ve worked across a number of private and public sector
organizations, and in all of those experiences, it seems to me there’s been the same
competition of ideas. I’ve worked in a couple of management services departments
in the private sector, usually led by somebody who believes that they knew better
than most other people how the organization should be run. If only the other
buggers would move out of the way, if the sales and production directors would
only listen to the management services department, the whole thing would be
more profitable – and what we needed was more people in management services
to prove that point. It’s the same set of conflicts about how to do things. Most
people have a reasonably high degree of conviction about that.

The main argument of this book is that the change agent who is not politically skilled will
fail. This means that it is necessary to be able and willing to intervene in the political
processes of an organization, to push particular agendas, to influence decisions and
decision makers, to cope with resistance, and to deal with, and if necessary silence,
criticism and challenge. This also implies the ability to intervene in ways that enhance
rather than damage one’s personal reputation.

What is already known about the experience of organization politics? Gandz and
Murray (1980) found from their survey of 400 American managers that 90 per cent
regarded politics as commonplace, and felt that executives had to be skilled politicians.
However, 55 per cent said that politics impeded efficiency, and 50 per cent argued
that management should eliminate politics. Allen et al. (1979; Madison et al., 1980)
interviewed 87 senior and middle managers from 30 Californian electronics companies.
Political tactics mentioned most frequently were blaming others, selective information,
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creating a favourable image, developing support, ingratiation, creating obligations,
rewards, coercion and threats, associating with influential individuals, and forming
powerful coalitions. In addition, 60 per cent of respondents said that political behaviour
was either ‘frequent’ or ‘very frequent’. While 60 per cent agreed that political behaviour
can advance careers, respondents were unanimous that politics can harm individuals,
through loss of job, power, strategic position, and credibility. However, 45 per cent
claimed that politics impeded goal achievement, and a third claimed that politics resulted
in the misuse of resources. Given this blend of outcomes, Madison et al. (1980, p.93)
describe politics as a ‘two-edged sword’.

Exploring links between organization politics and job attitudes, Drory (1993) sur-
veyed 200 supervisors and employees in five Israeli organizations. Pilot interviews
with 25 employees were used to develop a measure of ‘political climate’ based
on key decisions affecting task and budget allocations, performance appraisals, and
organization structure, and survey respondents were asked to indicate whether these
decisions were influenced by political factors. The findings suggest that lower status
employees, lacking the power and influence to benefit from ‘the political game’, view
politics as frustrating, but higher status employees did not associate politics with job
dissatisfaction. Drory argues that political behaviour is an entrenched organizational
feature, that in some circumstances this may be an appropriate aspect of decision
making, and that negative outcomes cannot always be avoided.

Ferris and Kacmar (1992) report two studies linking perceptions of politics to
contextual and personal factors. The first involved 264 managers and employees
from three organizations. A ‘perception of politics’ measure included the incidence
of favouritism, keeping the boss happy, avoiding criticism, and forming ‘in’ groups.
Those at lower levels perceived a higher degree of politics than those at higher
levels, and the perception that the workplace was political was associated with job
dissatisfaction. The second study involved 95 hospital nurses and their supervi-
sors, who completed a questionnaire measuring organization politics, job satisfaction,
work environment factors, and personal influences. Findings suggest that politics
can have positive individual and organizational consequences. The authors argue
that research should explore links between political skill and job and career-related
rewards (Ferris and Kacmar, 1992, p.113). However, using a Machiavellian personality
assessment (the ‘Mach IV’ from Christie and Geiss, 1970), Graham (1996) found that
‘high Mach’ managers did not have more successful careers (defined by salary) than
‘low Machs’.

Ferris et al. (1996) explore the links between politics and dissatisfaction, anxiety, and
stress, using a questionnaire returned by over 800 non-academic university employees.
Perceptions were measured using a 40-item scale with items such as ‘favouritism rather
than merit determines who gets ahead around here’, and ‘I have seen changes made in
policies that only serve the purposes of a few individuals’. Centralization (concentrating
power at the top) was positively related to perceptions of politics, and formalization
(reducing uncertainty and ambiguity) was negatively related. Those who saw their
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organization as highly political showed higher levels of anxiety and lower satisfaction
with both job and supervision. Lower level employees, and those who rated their career
opportunities as low, perceived higher levels of politics, and male respondents saw
more political behaviour than female (gender differences and effects are discussed in
Chapter 5).

Studies of the experience of organization politics in other countries and cultures seem
to be rare. However, a survey based on responses from around 300 senior executives
in private and public sector organizations in Sweden revealed that organization
politics was a widely encountered phenomenon, especially during change (Wickenberg
and Kylén, 2004). Tactics encountered included reaching decisions in private, using
passive resistance to exhaust change advocates, saying one thing while doing the
opposite, lobbying influential individuals, and using formal bureaucratic rules to block
particular individuals or groups. These methods are not consistent with the open,
honest, compassionate, participative, consensual, Swedish cultural stereotype, and
the researchers advocate, ‘educating managers in manoeuvring in the grey zone of
realpolitik in order to increase innovation and effectiveness without creating losers,
victims and enemies’ (Wickenberg and Kylén, 2004, p.12).

Our understanding of how organization politics is perceived thus relies heavily on
surveys of mixed occupational groups of American and Israeli employees and managers.
In summary, the evidence suggests that, while the incidence of behaviours perceived to
be political is high, and although political tactics are seen to generate both positive and
negative individual and organizational outcomes, many (but not all) managers dislike
this dimension of their role.

Antecedents, behaviours, consequences

In terms of both practice and theory, the interesting questions concern the triggers of
political behaviour, the nature of such actions, and the outcomes:

antecedents why do people play political games; what triggers organization politics?

behaviours how is politics played; what tactics are used, and how common are they?

consequences what are the outcomes, positive and negative, and what impact does
politics have on organizational change?

The negative stereotype of organization politics is neatly captured by Stone (1997, p.1;
original emphasis) who observes that:

The term ‘company politics’ refers to all the game-playing, snide, ‘them and us’,
aggressive, sabotaging, negative, blaming, ‘win-lose’, withholding, non-cooperative
behaviour that goes on in hundreds of interactions every day in the organization. Those
who indulge in company politics do so in order to achieve their personal agendas at the
expense of others in the organization. In the process, they demoralize the motivated and
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sabotage the company’s success. Given their limited numbers, like one or two bad apples
souring the whole barrel, they are disproportionately powerful.

Here, then, is the popular view of the source, nature, and effects of organization
politics:

antecedents self-interest, personal ambition

�

behaviours dirty tricks and playing games

�

consequences damaging, negative

One of the most influential research-based models in this area suggests how a range
of consequences (satisfaction, withdrawal, trust, performance, stress) depend on the
perception of how political an organization is, a perception which in turn is influenced
by individual and organizational factors (Ferris et al., 2002a). Ferris and colleagues have
tried to identify a universal set of causal links between the components in their model.
For example, does the perception that there is a lot of politicking in an organization
invariably lead to lower job satisfaction? This mode of reasoning assumes that it
is possible, in principle, to link organizational and individual characteristics with a
measure of perceptions of politics, with outcomes such as stress levels, or decisions
to leave the organization. In our view, those links will always depend on a range
of contextual issues, which interact with each other in different ways in different
settings, and the search for straightforward causal relationships is unhelpful. Instead,
our approach seeks to understand how these links between triggers, political tactics,
and a range of outcomes, are understood by organization managers, and in particular
by those concerned with organizational change. (This alternative approach is described
in Chapter 2 as a constructivist ‘actor theory in use’ perspective, which contrasts with
the prevailing positivist approach in this field).

What triggers organization politics? Most commentators focus on personal ambition
and self-interest. However, as we shall see, other less personal motives and conditions
can trigger political behaviours that can ultimately benefit the organization as well as the
individual player (Chanlat, 1997). While we will focus for logistical reasons on a relatively
small range of political tactics (Table 1.5), identifying which are perceived to be more or
less common in use, it is clear from other evidence that the behaviour repertoire of the
organization politician is creative and wide. We will also see that organization politics
has consequences, both negative and positive, for individuals and for the organization.
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Table 1.5 Common and rare tactics

more common tactics

• building a network of useful contacts
• using ‘key players’ to support initiatives
• making friends with power brokers
• bending the rules to fit the situation
• self-promotion, publicizing successes

less common tactics

• finding someone else to blame for mistakes
• claiming credit for the work of others
• conceding minor issues to win major goals
• using social settings to discover opinions
• using others to deliver bad news
• deliberately withholding useful information
• highlighting other people’s errors and flaws
• using delaying tactics to block others
• breaking the rules to achieve objectives
• compromising now to win future favours

rare tactics

• using misinformation to confuse others
• spreading false rumours to undermine others
• keeping ‘dirt files’ to blackmail others

Using a series of groups attending management development programmes, we
surveyed over 250 British managers. These were mostly middle and senior managers,
with experience of organizational change and politics. The questionnaire guaranteed
anonymity and was designed for ease of completion, with four main sections. The first
section asked respondents to rate 18 political tactics in terms of how often they had
been experienced. Those items were not derived a priori on theoretical grounds or
from literature (as, for example, the perception of organization politics scale devised
by Kacmar and Ferris, 1991), but relied on tactics that managers themselves identified
as examples of political behaviour (Buchanan and Badham, 1999a). Next, two sections
contained items addressing general perceptions of organization politics. Finally, 15 items
considered the consequences of political behaviour. For further details of the conduct
and findings of this survey, see Buchanan (2007).

Of the 252 respondents, 68 per cent were employed by public sector organizations,
32 per cent by the private sector. However, there were no sectoral differences in
responses. One explanation is that the experience of politics is not sector-dependent.
Vigoda-Gadot and Kapun (2005) found that public sector employees view their
organizations as more political, unfair, and unjust than private sector employees.
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The absence of sector differences may also be explained by the exchange of managers
between sectors, and by responses based on general experience, rather than on one
organization. Five main themes emerged, concerning:

• the management experience
• opinions and beliefs
• organizational effectiveness and change
• performance, reputation, and career
• gender differences.

The management experience

The experience of politics seems to be frequent, visible, and sometimes painful. Only
12 per cent agreed that, ‘my organization is relatively free of politics’, and only 17 per cent
agreed that, ‘I don’t see much political behaviour because it happens behind closed
doors’. There were no job-level, gender, or sector differences in responses to those items.
Political behaviour was not seen as a senior management preserve; 83 per cent agreed
that, ‘politics is played at all organizational levels’. It is not surprising, therefore, that
84 per cent agreed that, ‘I am prepared to play politics when necessary’, 87 per cent
agreed that, ‘politics is a natural part of the management job’, and 93 per cent agreed
that, ‘most managers, if they want to succeed, have to play politics at least part of the
time’. However, over 70 per cent said that they had been hurt by the tactics of others.

The survey sought to establish the perceived frequency of 18 political behaviours,
leading to a ranking of more common, less common, and rare tactics (Table 1.5).
At least 68 per cent of respondents said that they had experienced all but three of
those 18 tactics at least ‘sometimes’. This does not indicate the actual incidence of these
tactics, but reflects management perceptions of how often such behaviours occur. Asked
whether, ‘my organization would benefit from a higher level of politics’, only eight
per cent agreed. Whatever the incidence of political behaviour, it appears that most
managers consider that to be too high, confirming previous studies (Harrell-Cook et al.,
1999, p.1095).

Opinions and beliefs

Respondents were asked to indicate which of four statements most accurately reflected
their opinion of organization politics:

I don’t want to be involved in organization politics, but it is necessary to
understand what is going on.

63%

Continued
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I believe it is necessary to play politics to achieve my objectives and enhance
my reputation.

31%

I play politics because it is challenging and fun and is an important
motivator for me.

3%

I ignore politics because it is unethical, demotivating, unacceptable and
would damage my reputation.

3%

Almost two thirds saw politics as an aspect of their role which they had to understand,
but which they preferred to avoid. There were no job-level differences in response
to these items. However, women were more likely to choose ‘understand but avoid’
(69 per cent) than men (56 per cent), who were more likely to respond with ‘necessary
to play’ (38 per cent compared with 24 per cent). Only 27 per cent agreed that, ‘winning
the political game is an intensely satisfying personal experience’ (with no gender or
job-level differences). Asked if ‘political behaviour is unethical’, only 12 per cent agreed,
with 67 per cent in disagreement. Consequently, 88 per cent of respondents felt either
that political behaviour was ethical, or were unsure. Nevertheless, two comments
described politics as ‘evil’:

Organization politics is a ‘necessary evil’ but need not be seen as a wholly
negative concept. Often it is the informal route by which legitimate objectives are
achieved. In my experience, organizational politics is a fact of life. (senior manager,
manufacturing, male)

I dislike it intensely, but recognize it as an evil others make me engage in. (middle
manager, public sector hospital, male)

Around 80 per cent of respondents said that they were not prepared to hurt others,
and over 80 per cent denied that they had hurt others in this way. However,
there were gender differences in responses to these ‘true–false’ items. Reflecting
traditional ‘tough and tender’ male and female stereotypes, a higher proportion of men
said that they were prepared to hurt others to achieve personal and organizational
goals, and men were more likely to admit that they had hurt others. However,
women were more likely to agree that playing politics had contributed to their career
(Table 1.6).

Not all political behaviour is a source of discomfort; 65 per cent agreed that, ‘some
managers play politics just for fun’. On the item, ‘most managers dislike playing politics’,
the sample was divided, with only 17 per cent agreement, 34 per cent unsure, and
50 per cent in disagreement (two per cent strongly). Asked whether, ‘life without
organization politics would be boring’, 38 per cent agreed (with 21 per cent unsure,
41 per cent in disagreement), and only 32 per cent agreed that, ‘my ideal organization is
one with no politics’ (with 21 per cent unsure, and 48 per cent in disagreement). It thus
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Table 1.6 Gender differences in preparedness to hurt others

male ‘true’
response %

female ‘true’
response %

My willingness to play organization politics has contributed
to my career success

45 55

If necessary to achieve organizational goals, I am prepared
to hurt others with political tactics

31 14

If necessary to achieve personal goals, I am prepared to
hurt others with political tactics

31 11

I know that I have hurt others with my use of political
tactics

26 14

appears that between one-third and a half of respondents held broadly positive views
of organization politics.

With 81 per cent and 75 per cent agreement respectively that, ‘I am prepared to play
politics when necessary’, and ‘I engage in political behaviour when necessary to achieve
my objectives’, responses to two other items suggest a more calculating perspective.
For example, 72 per cent agreed that, ‘a manager has to be ruthless sometimes’, and
89 per cent agreed that, ‘those who use political tactics should expect to have similar
tactics used against them’ (with no gender differences). This consistent response pattern
suggests that political tactics are considered justified in some contexts, that causing harm
is less acceptable, and that ‘ruthless reciprocity’ is perceived as appropriate, implying
an attitude of ‘you stab my back, I’ll stab yours’. How can willing ruthlessness be
reconciled with the desire to avoid hurting others? This sentiment is perhaps captured
by the following comment:

While I ‘agreed’ with it, I don’t feel comfortable with the word ruthless, as there
is an element of vindictiveness implied by the word. (senior manager, public sector
hospital, male)

One explanation is that ruthlessness is equated more with impersonal management
actions (closing facilities, cutting budgets, declaring redundancies), while hurting
another individual is personal, and is more difficult to do – or to admit to
doing.

How do senior management actions influence political behaviour? It appears that
senior management are believed to be more involved in political behaviour, with
87 per cent agreeing that, ‘the higher you go in the organization, the more political
the climate becomes’. Senior managers appear also to be regarded as role models, with
84 per cent agreeing that, ‘when the top team play politics, other managers follow their
example’. There were no job-level differences in responses to those items. However,
while 23 per cent agreed that, ‘senior management could stop the politics if they
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wanted to’, senior managers appeared less confident than middle managers of their
ability to do so, with 72 per cent of senior managers compared with 45 per cent of
middle managers expressing disagreement.

Does the incidence of political behaviour vary? Only 21 per cent indicated that, ‘the
level of organization politics is constant’, and 77 per cent agreed that, ‘the degree of
political behaviour varies over time’. Does organizational change intensify political
activity? Only 20 per cent agreed that, ‘you only see high levels of politics during
periods of organizational change’. Respondents were asked to indicate whether, ‘there
is more organization politics today than five years ago’; 49 per cent agreed. However,
more public sector respondents (52 per cent) agreed that there were ‘more politics’ than
private sector managers (43 per cent).

Organizational effectiveness and change

Do managers regard politics as a useful tool, or as an impediment, with respect
to implementing change and improving organizational effectiveness? The findings
indicate that the answer is contingent on the way in which tactics are deployed.
On the one hand, 85 per cent agreed (26 per cent strongly) that, ‘I have seen
organization politics damage organizational effectiveness’. But more than half of
respondents (53 per cent) had experienced politics contributing to organizational
effectiveness.

The great intimidators

Roderick Kramer (2006) challenges the view that managers must be nice and not
tough, and should be humble and self-effacing rather than intimidating. Kramer
argues that intimidation is an appropriate style when an organization has become
rigid or unruly, stagnant or drifting, faces resistance or inertia, because abrasive
leadership gets people moving. Intimidators are not bullies, but can use bullying
tactics when time is short, and the stakes are high: ‘They are not averse to causing
a ruckus, nor are they above using a few public whippings and ceremonial hangings
to get attention. They’re rough, loud, and in your face’ (p.90).

Intimidators have ‘political intelligence’. The socially intelligent manager focuses
on leveraging the strengths of others, with empathy and soft power. The politically
intelligent manager focuses on weaknesses and insecurities, using coercion, fear, and
anxiety. Working for an intimidating leader can be a positive experience. Their sense
of purpose can be inspirational, their forcefulness makes them a role model, and
intimidators challenge others to think clearly about their objectives. Kramer quotes do

Continued
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Joseph Mirachi: ‘In his mysterious way, God has given each of us different talents,
Ridgeway’

a journalist who said, ‘Don’t have a reputation for being a nice guy – that won’t you
any good’ (p.92). Intimidation tactics include:

Get up close and personal Intimidators work through direct confrontation, invad-
ing your personal space, using taunts and slurs to provoke and throw you off
balance.

Get angry Called ‘porcupine power’, this involves the ‘calculated loss of temper’
(use it, don’t lose it), using rage and anger to help the intimidator prevail.

Keep them guessing Intimidators preserve an air of mystery by maintaining
deliberate distance. Transparency and trust are fashionable, but intimidators
keep others guessing, which makes it easier to change direction without loss of
credibility.

Know it all ‘Informational intimidators’ who appear to have mastery of the facts
can be very intimidating indeed. It doesn’t matter whether ‘the facts’ are correct,
as long as they are presented with complete confidence at the right time.

Source: based on Kramer (2006).
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The significance of political behaviour in change appears to be widely
acknowledged:

• 60 per cent agreed that, ‘politics become more important as organizational change
becomes more complex’

• 79 per cent agreed that, ‘politics can be used to initiate and drive useful change
initiatives’

• 81 per cent agreed that, ‘political tactics can be effective in dealing with resistance
to change’

• 85 per cent agreed that, ‘major changes need to be “steered” through the
organization politics’ and

• 93 per cent agreed (21 per cent strongly) that, ‘politics can be used to slow down
and block useful change initiatives’.

Only 24 per cent (four per cent strongly) felt that, ‘major changes must be free
from organization politics if they are to be effective’. In addition, only nine per
cent agreed with the item, ‘change agents who avoid organization politics are more
likely to succeed in their roles’. As other studies have suggested (Ferris et al.,
2000; Buchanan, 2003), the effectiveness of organizational change was perceived to
be dependent, at least in part, on the political skill of change agents, catalysts or
leaders.

Performance, reputation, career

The view that political skill is central to personal reputation and career, as well as to
aspects of management performance, also seems to be widely recognized. The findings
suggest that managers who ignore organization politics may damage their reputations,
their careers, and also the sections for which they are responsible. As noted earlier, over
90 per cent agreed (19 per cent strongly) with the item, ‘most managers, if they want to
succeed, have to play politics at least part of the time’. This is broadly consistent with
the 72 per cent disagreement with the item, ‘it is not possible to do a good job and play
politics at the same time’:

• 90 per cent agreed that, ‘managers who play organization politics well can improve
their career prospects’

• 81 per cent agreed that, ‘personal reputations can be enhanced by appropriate
political game playing’

• 75 per cent agreed that, ‘the departments of skilled organization politicians attract
higher levels of resource’ and

• 60 per cent agreed that, ‘managers who are not prepared to play politics see their
careers suffer’.
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There were no gender differences in responses to those four items. Responses to
three other items indicate the potential risks in avoiding organization politics:

• 83 per cent agreed that, ‘departments in my organization use politics to try and
win the competition for resources’

• 71 per cent agreed that, ‘managers who don’t play politics are pushed aside by
those who do’ and

• 71 per cent agreed that, ‘the departments of managers who are politically unskilled
suffer in resource terms’.

There is a widespread perception, therefore, that managers unable or unwilling
to engage in politics jeopardize the resourcing of their sections, as well as their
careers.

The winner’s commandments

Reggie Von Zugbach (1995) argues that winning the organization game is about
overcoming the human and organizational barriers to gaining power with minimum
effort and maximum rewards. While the term power can be used to describe wealth,
status and influence, it also refers to the individual’s ability to maintain control over
their activities without interference from others. Power is about deciding what you
want, and making sure that you get it:

1 Me first. Nobody else will put your interests before theirs.
2 There are no absolute rules. Other people’s ideas of right and wrong do not

apply to you.
3 The organization is there to serve your interests, not the other way round.
4 You are on your own. Nobody is going to help you become a winner.
5 Be paranoid. Watch out, the bastards are out to get you.
6 Suck up to those who matter and suck up well. Identify the key people in the

system who will help you.
7 Say one thing and do another. You need to pay lip-service to the organization’s

cherished notions of how things should be done.
8 Be a team player, but make sure you beat your fellow team members.
9 Remember that the truth is not always to your advantage. Those who control

your future do not necessarily want to hear the bad news.
10 Manipulate the facts to suit your interests. Even when things are bad you should

come up smelling of roses.

Continued
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11 Get your retaliation in first. When there is blood on the organization’s carpet,
make sure it’s not yours.

12 Blow your own trumpet – or better still, get someone else to do it for you.
13 Dominate your environment or it will dominate you.

Source: from von Zugbach (1995, pp.1–2 and 7).

Gender differences

Only 13 per cent agreed that, ‘women are better at playing politics than men’;
the modal response (47 per cent) was ‘unsure’. A higher proportion of women
(52 per cent) than men (41 per cent) disagreed with this item. Also, only 27 per cent
agreed that, ‘men play more political games than women’; the modal response
(41 per cent) was again ‘unsure’. However, more women (31 per cent) than men
(18 per cent) agreed that men play more political games. These results are inconclusive.
One possibility is that there are no gender differences; the motives, organizational
infrastructures, and access to resources are equivalent for all players in the politics
game. Another explanation is that the differences are too subtle and complex for
a survey questionnaire to capture. Other responses indicate that, while women are
as willing as men to engage in politics, women express more concern for potential
interpersonal harm. Kanter (1979) and Mann (1995) argue that women are disadvantaged
in the acquisition of organizational power, and Arroba and James (1988) argue that
women need to be politically aware and ‘wise’, exploiting innate advantages such as
intuition, sensitivity, observation, and a willingness to engage with feelings. Recent
evidence, however, suggests that many women reject management roles because
of their distaste for political behaviour (Arkin, 2004), an issue explored further in
Chapter 5.

The A–B–C of organization politics

This evidence confirms that:

• organization politics can be triggered by numerous individual and organizational
factors, other than (and as well as) individual self-interest

• the behaviour repertoire of the organization politician is rich and varied
• organization politics generates ‘dual effects’, and can be functional, in individual

and organizational terms, as well as dysfunctional.

This study also confirms that the use of political tactics is widespread (Gandz and
Murray, 1980; Ferris and Kacmar, 1992; Drory, 1993). Our ‘A–B–C’ model (Figure 1.1)
combines what we know from previous studies with the findings of our survey.
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Antecedents (triggers)

individual contextual

to achieve self-serving ends; self-interest
achieve role objectives
personal ambition
pursuit of concealed motives
desire to convey appearance of selflessness
desire to attract attributions of legitimacy
fun, motivating
ruthless reciprocity
necessary evil

to protect and achieve group interests
achieve organizational objectives
scale and significance of (third level) change
unstructured problems and decisions
structural differentiation
prompting by others
management level
senior management role models
complexity of organizational change

Behaviours (tactics)

general common
informal influence
selective information
gaining and developing support
ingratiation
associating with influential individuals
favouritism
keeping your boss happy
avoiding criticism
blame others
creating a favourable image
creating obligations
rewards, coercion, threat
forming powerful coalitions
stimulating debate
covert manipulation
forming ‘in-groups’

building a network of useful contacts
using key players to support initiatives
making friends with power brokers
bending the rules to fit the situation
self-promotion
less common
finding someone else to blame for mistakes
claiming credit for the work of others
conceding minor issues to win major goals
using social settings to discover opinions
using others to deliver bad news
deliberately withholding useful information
highlighting other people’s errors and flaws
using delaying tactics to block others
breaking the rules to achieve objectives
compromising now to win future favours
rare
using misinformation to confuse others
spreading false rumours to undermine others
keeping dirt files to blackmail others

Consequences (outcomes)

functional dysfunctional

individual individual
succeed as a change agent
inspire confidence, trust, sincerity
increased self-confidence, reduced stress
power building
enhance personal reputation
career advancement

personal injury
frustration, anxiety, job dissatisfaction
individual harm through job loss
loss of strategic position and power
pushed aside by better players
damaged credibility

Continued
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organizational organizational
enhance organizational effectiveness
support for desirable policies
oppose undesirable policies
win competition for resources
improve quality of decision making
counter legitimate tactics used for
illegitimate ends
help implement legitimate decisions
steer useful change initiatives
resolve conflict between competing views
deal with resistance to change
create dynamic for strategic change

reduce organizational effectiveness
departmental resourcing suffers
dysfunctional game-playing
impede efficiency
block goal attainment
block organizational change
delay organizational change
misuse of resources
create inflexibilities
raise communication barriers
restrict information flows
wasted time

Figure 1.1 The A–B–C of organization politics

Antecedents

Findings with regard to factors that trigger political behaviour reveal a mix of individual
and contextual factors. These include fun, motivation, and reciprocity, as individual
triggers, and change complexity, the political actions of others, managerial level, and
senior management role modelling, as organizational triggers. Political behaviour
seems to be widely perceived as a ‘necessary evil’, but ethical considerations appear
to present no barrier to the deployment of such tactics for most managers. While most
agreed that they were prepared to play politics to achieve objectives, around two-thirds
(but a higher proportion of women than men) indicated that, although it was important
to understand this aspect of organizational behaviour, they would prefer to avoid it. Most
would like their organizations to be less political. Over two-thirds claimed that political
tactics had caused them injury, and most indicated that they gained no satisfaction
from winning a political exchange.

Women appear to engage in political tactics as readily as men, but seem less
prepared to hurt others; a higher proportion of men admitted to injuring others
through political tactics. Given the pervasive nature of organization politics, and
the range of precipitating conditions, calls to depoliticize management behaviour
(Klein, 1988; Stone, 1997) advocate an agenda which even senior managers would find
challenging.

This evidence also suggests that previous studies may have underestimated the
readiness of managers to overcome their ambivalence, and ‘know how to do evil if that
is necessary’ (Machiavelli, 1514, p.101). The consistently high degrees of willingness to
engage in politics, to act ruthlessly, and to reciprocate in kind when dealing with others
who use political tactics suggest an attitude of, ‘you stab my back, I’ll stab yours’. That
ambivalence may be diluted by the view that organization politics is necessary, ethical,
and fun.
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‘I just want revenge. Is that so wrong?’ Reproduced with permission, courtesy of
www.kissmekwik.co.uk

Behaviours

Previous studies have focused only on common political behaviours. This research
addressed a much wider range, previously identified by practising mangers as exam-
ples of political tactics – common and rare – in their experience. The evidence from
this study confirms the richness of the behaviour repertoire, indicating the perceived
prevalence of different tactics (Table 1.5). Five tactics were perceived to be common:
building networks, using ‘key players’, befriending power brokers, bending rules, and
self-promotion. Three tactics were seen as rare, but not unknown: using misinformation
to confuse, spreading rumours to undermine, and keeping ‘dirt files’ to blackmail
others. Interpersonal manipulation and impression management may be perceived as
socially more acceptable and less hurtful than behaviours which involve dishonesty
and coercion.
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Consequences

Again confirming previous studies, organization politics is perceived to generate
both functional and dysfunctional individual and organizational outcomes. The impact
of politics on change and organizational effectiveness appears to be widely recognized,
evident in blocking or driving initiatives, of value in handling resistance to change, and
disrupting or contributing to effectiveness (itself an ambivalent and politically charged
concept). Most managers appear to believe that change agents must be politically skilled.
Extending the findings of Gandz and Murray (1980), most managers attribute success
in reputation, career, and resourcing, at least in part, to the exercise of political skill.
Graham’s (1996) attempt to establish a link between political skill and career may have
foundered on the narrow measures used to operationalize skill (‘Mach IV’ scores) and
success (salary).

Implications

On this evidence, the political theory of organization held by most managers incorpo-
rates the following propositions:

• political behaviour is triggered by a combination of individual and contextual
factors, and is not necessarily self-serving

• the behaviour repertoire of the organization politician is diverse, and while ‘social’
tactics may be perceived as more acceptable than covert manipulation, most
managers see no ethical impediments to the use of political tactics

• political behaviour is not necessarily seen as damaging, but is perceived to generate
both functional and dysfunctional individual and organizational consequences.

The Losing Manager

The price of failure in the organization game is losing it, and losers not only fail
to attain power for themselves, they spend the rest of their careers concentrating
on all those activities which are typically associated with losers. Here are just a few
examples:

1 Attending meetings where there is no political decision to be made.
2 Caring about the task, the organization and its people.
3 Treating existing rules with sanctity rather than contempt.
4 Doing a task that could have been delegated.
5 Performing a task to a higher standard than is necessary.
6 Performing a task for which the team gets the credit.
7 Being available and allowing others to interrupt you.
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8 Volunteering.
9 Reading every memo, letter, report and other type of document which lands in

your in-tray.
10 Refusing to say ‘no’ when asked to do something.
11 Asking for permission to do something.

Source: from von Zugbach (1995, p.14).

While the survey method has a number of advantages, it cannot capture the dynamics
of political games which unfold through a series of overt and covert manipulations
and influence attempts, involving shifting combinations of individuals and coalitions
(Bacharach and Lawler, 1998). Survey methods can only sketch the outlines, revealing
broad patterns and trends. Our sample was purposive and non-random, with a
bias towards the public sector, and to well-qualified managers with experience of
organizational change; statistical generalizations to a wider population cannot be
confidently made. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to consider the relevance of these results
to a wider management population. Confidence in that relevance is strengthened by the
consistency of the response patterns, and by the extent to which the results broadly
confirm those of previous studies, which also suggests a degree of shared experience
across different cultural and organizational settings.

These findings leave a number of questions unanswered. Although we know which
behaviours managers consider to be ‘political’, how do those behaviours come to be
labelled and attributed with political intent? While political behaviour is perceived to
vary in intensity, little is known about the intensifying and dampening mechanisms
that cause that variation. Political skill is perceived to be central to the role of the
change agent, and while Ferris et al. (1992) advocate a ‘balance’ between ‘pure politician’
and ‘demonstrated ability’, little is known about the development of that balance,
presumably acquired as an individual’s moral standards and ideals are tested and
compromised by organizational realities (Jackall, 1988; Provis, 2004). Mainiero’s (1994a
and 1994b) study of female American senior managers, exploring the ‘seasoning process’
(see Chapter 5), is an exception in this regard. While reputation and career success
are attributed to political skill, the conditions and processes through which political
behaviours influence reputation are unclear. There appear to be no cross-cultural
comparisons of management experience and perceptions of organization politics.
Critically, little is understood concerning the combinations of circumstances in which
the functional consequences of political behaviour, individual and organizational, are
produced. While large-scale quantitative research may be appropriate in some settings,
the more subtle aspects of the nature, processes, and implications of organization
political behaviour may be more effectively revealed using small-scale qualitative
methods.
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The contemporary fashion for value-driven ethical leadership appears to have
done little to reduce either the perceived incidence or significance of political behaviour.
What are the main implications for management practice? Management selection,
particularly for change-related roles, should consider candidates’ political as well
as professional competencies. Understanding politics, but without a willingness to
become personally involved, may not be a good option for managers, particularly
change agents, concerned with reputation and career. Those following Zaleznik (1997),
focusing on ‘real work’, avoiding ‘psychopolitics’, may jeopardize the flow of resources
to their sections, damage their reputations for ‘getting things done’, and limit their
promotion prospects. Business schools and others engaged in management development
may identify opportunity in the finding that, despite the significance of this component
of management and change agency roles, almost 80 per cent of respondents said they
had no training in dealing with organization politics.

Follow through

How political is your organization?

To what extent do the following statements describe your organization? Tick the
appropriate box on the right:

disagree maybe agree

1 who you know around here matters a lot
more than what you know

❒ ❒ ❒

2 the most competent people in the business
don’t always get promoted

❒ ❒ ❒

3 decisions are often taken outside formal
meetings or behind closed doors

❒ ❒ ❒

4 resource allocations between departments
are a source of argument and conflict

❒ ❒ ❒

5 you have to be prepared to socialize to
build effective networks and alliances

❒ ❒ ❒

6 information is jealously guarded and not
shared openly between groups and
departments

❒ ❒ ❒

7 people suspect that there are ‘hidden
agendas’ behind management decisions

❒ ❒ ❒

8 some individuals always seem to be better
informed than everyone else

❒ ❒ ❒

9 individuals are having their reputations
damaged by ‘whispers in the corridors’

❒ ❒ ❒

10 those who take the credit are not always
those who made the biggest contribution

❒ ❒ ❒
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11 you have to know how to ‘play the rules’ –
breaking and bending them – to get things
done

❒ ❒ ❒

12 when mistakes are made, people are quick
to start putting the blame on others

❒ ❒ ❒

13 most people recognize that you’re not
going very far here unless you have the
support of the key players

❒ ❒ ❒

14 being open and honest all the time can
seriously damage your career

❒ ❒ ❒

15 people will criticize others’ ideas merely
to help win support for their own
proposals

❒ ❒ ❒

Scoring

Give yourself:

• 1 point for each item where you ticked ‘disagree’
• 3 points for each item where you ticked ‘maybe’
• points for each item where you ticked ‘agree’.

Total ❒
This will give you a score between 15 and 75, which can be interpreted as follows.

The politics-free zone: if you score around 25 or lower. We are all coming to work
with you. Your organization has a relatively low level of political behaviour. Either
that, or you are just not aware of the degree of politics going on behind your back?
In such a politics-free zone, are you concerned that:

• There is not enough discussion and debate before key decisions are taken?
• There is not enough constructive conflict and debate to stimulate creativity?

The free-fire zone: if you score around 65 or above. There is a high level of political
behaviour in your organization. Either that, or you are reading too much into routine
decisions and actions? In such a free fire zone, are you concerned that:

• Too much time and energy is going into the politics game, and not enough into
strategic thinking and performance improvement?

• The discussions and debates are motivated more by personal goals and are less
related to the organization’s strategies and goals?
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The average behaviour zone: score between 30 and 60. Your organization is typical,
middle-of-the-road in terms of the degree of political behaviour that you can expect
to witness. In such an average behaviour zone, are you concerned that:

• There is still too much political behaviour diverting attention away from the day
job?

• There is not enough political behaviour to stimulate the quality of discussion and
debate around key issues and decisions?

On the basis of your scoring, what advice would you give to management about
dealing with the politics in your organization?

Turf game tactics

This discussion works best using syndicate tables with three to five members each.

Briefing
The conduct of organizational politics can be described and analysed as a turf game.
The object of this game is to defend your turf, enlarging your turf where possible,
minimizing losses when necessary, and avoiding the ‘poor quality’ turf that others try
to give you.

Turf comes in different varieties. It may concern power, influence and status in the
organization, or in the wider community. Often, it concerns access to and control
over resources such as people, space and budgets. Sometimes, it concerns nothing
more than the individual desire to keep doing what you enjoy doing, to protect your
‘comfort zone’.

Turf, of course, can be personal or collective. Individuals act to protect their own
turf; groups act to protect their shared turf.

How is the Turf Game played?
Personal brief: five minutes

1 Identify two examples of political behaviour from your own experience, particularly
in the context of organizational change.

2 Note the motive or purpose for this behaviour.
3 Note the costs and benefits, individual and organizational, of this behaviour.

Syndicate brief: 15 to 20 minutes

1 Share your personal examples around the group.
2 Moves and tactics: combining your personal examples, produce a ‘master list’ of

the moves and tactics which illustrate, from your experience, how the turf game is
played.

3 Cost–benefit analysis: using the group’s examples as evidence, including motives
or purposes, develop a cost–benefit analysis (‘soft’ as well as ‘hard’ costs),
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covering the individual and organizational advantages and disadvantages of politi-
cal behaviour.

4 Nominate a spokesperson to present your conclusions in the plenary session.

Organization politics at the movies: The Devil Wears Prada

In The Devil Wears Prada (2006, director David Frankel), Miranda Priestly (played by
Meryl Streep) is editor of the famous fashion magazine Runway. Miranda’s
management style is intimidating, ruthless, cruel and merciless, making challenging
and unreasonable demands on those around her. However, the magazine is extremely
successful, people clearly want to work for and to learn from her, and her con-
frontational approach encourages them to excel in their own roles. She is one of
Kramer’s (2006) ‘great intimidators’, and this style appears to be effective. Miranda also
demonstrates her political skills through the manner in which she deals with the plot
to replace her as Runway’s editor.

• Which of the following generic categories of political tactic does Miranda use?

image building appearance, looking the part, credibility
information games withholding and massaging information, bending truth,

white lies
scapegoating finding other people or departments to blame
alliances secret deals with influential others
networking lunches, coffees, dinners, to improve visibility
compromise you win this time, but you’ll support me next time
rule games wrong form, wrong time, wrong arguments, can’t set

precedents
positioning choosing roles which are successful; position in the room
dirty tricks dirt files, undermining others, spreading rumours,

corridor talk

• Which of Kramer’s intimidation tactics does she use?

get up close and personal direct confrontation,invading personal space, taunts and
slurs to throw others off balance

get angry calculated loss of temper, using rage and anger to prevail
keep them guessing preserve air of mystery, maintain distance, keep others

guessing
know it all appear to have mastery of the facts

• What are the disadvantages, the limitations, the costs of maintaining this style?
• Would you like to work for someone like this (explain your answer)?
• Should other managers be advised to copy this style?


